Set up Python and Visual Studio
Code: Macs

Installing Python, Pygame, and Visual Studio Code
To provide more flexibility, capability, and better tools for editing and debugging your code we
are going to set up our computers with software for developing Python applications, Python
games, and Web sites.

Python 3 Installation (includes IDLE and Pip)
•

This will install the following software:
o

Python 3 Programming language and Interpreter

o

IDLE: an integrated development environment for Python

o

Pip: Python package installer

•

We want to use Python 3. Although Python is already installed on most Macs, it may be
Python 2, or maybe an older version of Python 3. We need to leave Python 2 alone as
your Mac may need it for some apps. We will install the latest version of Python 3.

•

Check your version of MacOS (Apple icon: About this Mac); the latest Python 3 requires
version 10.9 or higher

•

Check your versions of Python:
o

Open terminal from the dock or command-space and type “Terminal”

o

In terminal type ‘python —version’ to see the version of Python 2

o

In terminal type ‘python3 —version’ to see the version of Python3

•

Go to https://www.python.org/downloads/

•

The site detects whether you are on Windows or Mac and presents a download button
for the latest version for your operating system. Click the “Download Python 3.8.1”
button (or whatever is current version…)

•

Install by clicking Downloads from the dock or Finder, then click python-3-8-1macosx-10.9.pkg to bring up the installer
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•

Follow the steps in the installer. At the last screen it will explain that you will need
certificates for any secure connections. Click the link to go to the
InstallCertificates.command in Finder; run it

Verify that Python is installed and working:
•

Open Terminal and type ‘python3 —version’ and verify it is 3.8.1

•

Type python3 at the command prompt and hit enter; you should see the Python prompt
“>>>” preceded by some details about the version

•

Try a sample Python command: at the >>> prompt; for example, print(“Hello World!”) and
hit Enter. The Python interpreter will execute the line of code

Verify that IDLE is installed and working:
•

Command-space to search, then type IDLE and open the IDLE.app

•

IDLE has more functionality than just using Python from the command prompt; it
includes context color-coding, the ability to save files, etc. Try out the same command as
above. You will see help appear as you are typing:

•

•

From IDLE’s menu, select File --> New File. When the file opens, type in some code and
click Run in the menu; you will be prompted to Save the file.
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Verify pip works by Installing Pygame
Pip should have been installed with Python; verify by opening Terminal and typing pip3 —
version

Make sure you have the latest version of pip by using this command to upgrade. Note: those are
2 hyphens preceding the word upgrade, not a long dash
pip3 install —upgrade pip
In terminal, type pip3 install pygame. This will install pygame and its examples. If you get
compiler errors (e.g., “cannot find SDL.h”) when trying to install pygame, try:
pip install pygame —only-binary :all:
Note: You may get the warning that there is a newer version of pip available; if so, you can enter
the command python –m pip install –upgrade pip.
Verify that Pygame is working by playing a game of aliens!
Command prompt: python3 –m pygame.examples.aliens
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We will take a look at modifying this and other examples in Visual Studio Code once we get it
set up!

Visual Studio Code Installation
•

Go to https://code.visualstudio.com/

•

Click the Download for Mac (stable build) button

•

In Finder, go to the VSCode-darwin-stable.zip file and double-click to expand

•

Drag the Visual Studio Code.app file to your Applications folder

• Add Visual Studio Code to the Dock by dragging its icon from the Applications folder to
the dock
Set up Visual Studio Code for Python
•

Visual Studio code works best with folders. Create a folder to hold your Python projects.
In Finder, select your name; from menu, select file newfolder. Name it “PythonProjects”

•

To automatically open your project folder in VS Code: from Finder, drag the
PythonProjects folder to the VS Code icon in the dock:

•

Or Open Visual Studio Code from your Start menu; then File --> Open Folder

•

VS Code will open in Explorer view which displays your starting folder name
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•

Add the Python Extension: click the
icon to open the extensions panel; in the
search bar enter “Python”. Select the one named “Python” that is from Microsoft, shown
at the top:

o

Details will appear in the main editor window; click the “Install” button

•

Add a new file by clicking the first icon next to the folder name PYTHONPROJECTS in
Explorer view; name it “helloworld.py”; this opens the file in the editor window

•

Type in a few lines of Python Code: Note that if you hover over a Python keyword you
get detailed information popping up
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•

Run your program by selecting Debug --> Start Debugging or by hitting F5. You will
be prompted to select a Debug Configuration, select Python File

•

A terminal window opens below your code window to display results and any error
messages. You should see something like this:

Debugging
•

Errors: Add a misspelled word and run again to see the debugging help. Besides a detailed
error explanation you get to see all the variables in the left column; you can drill down. The
Call Stack is also available as well as the ability to add a Watch

Red dot indicates a breakpoint
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•

You can stop debugging by clicking the red square icon in the little debugger toolbar
above the code

•

Use a breakpoint: Click in the margin to the left of a line of code to set a breakpoint.
When the debugger starts, it will pause execution there. For this example, make sure
your code includes a variable; set a breakpoint on the line that prints your variable

•

F5 to start debugging again. It runs until it reaches the breakpoint.

•

Find the variable and change its value: under VARIABLES – Locals in left panel,
right-click and select “Set Value”. Hit F5 to continue. The output will reflect the new
value

•

Save your default debug configuration: to eliminate selecting a debug configuration
each time you run, select Debug --> Open Configurations to see a launch.json file,
save it.

Edit a Game:
Let’s experiment more by editing one of the example games that comes with pygame. First,
we’ll make a copy for our use:
Find the location of pygame examples within the Python installation on your machine; it is
probably installed under: /Library/Frameworks/Python.framework/Versions/3.8/lib/python3.8/sitepackages/pygame/examples.
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Right-click the examples folder, select copy, then go to your PythonProjects folder and
paste it.

If you are still in VS Code, you will see the examples folder listed in Explorer under PYTHON
PROJECTS. Or you can drag the examples folder from your Finder onto VS Code in the Dock
•

In VS Code, see the examples folder listed; expand it and select aliens.py to edit

•

Hit F5 to run the game and verify it works in our environment

•

Change some part of the code; keep it simple by maybe changing one of the
constants like MAX_SHOTS or SCORE

•

Note the import statements at the top of the code; this is how the program connects
to the pygame functionality

•

Pygame uses Sprites; this will be familiar to you from Codesters!

•

The images and sounds used by the game are in the data folder under the examples
folder. You may want to bring in your own images or sounds

Image
and
sound
files

Raised starting score!

•
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Sound Bug in Aliens! - in the version of aliens.py that is on my Mac the sound wasn’t playing.
Analysis of the code reveals that in the main function the mixer that runs the sounds is always
turned off by the statement pg.mixer = None. It should only be turned off based if the conditions
in the if statement are met. Delete the second “pg.mixer = None”

Delete this line!
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